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**Abstract**

**Motivation:** Single-cell RNA-Seq (scRNA-Seq) data is useful in discovering cell heterogeneity and signature genes in specific cell populations in cancer and other complex diseases. Specifically, the investigation of condition-specific functional gene modules (FGM) can help to understand interactive gene networks and complex biological processes in different cell clusters. QUBIC2 is recognized as one of the most efficient and effective biclustering tools for condition-specific FGM identification from scRNA-Seq data. However, its limited availability to a C implementation restricted its application to only a few downstream analysis functionalities. We developed an R package named IRIS-FGM (Integrative scRNA-Seq Interpretation System for Functional Gene Module analysis) to support the investigation of FGMs and cell clustering using scRNA-Seq data. Empowered by QUBIC2, IRIS-FGM can effectively identify condition-specific FGMs, predict cell types/clusters, uncover differentially expressed genes, and perform pathway enrichment analysis. It is noteworthy that IRIS-FGM can also take Seurat objects as input, facilitating easy integration with the existing analysis pipeline.

**Availability and Implementation:** IRIS-FGM is implemented in the R environment (as of version 3.6) with the source code freely available at https://github.com/BMEngineeR/IRISFGM.

**Contact:** qin.ma@osumc.edu

**Supplementary information:** Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

---

**1 Introduction**

Single-cell RNA-Seq (scRNA-Seq) data characterizes the cell heterogeneity in complex tissues and diseases that can reveal cell subpopulations and their unique gene expression patterns. A condition-specific FGM is a highly structured expression pattern of a gene set, which tend to be functionally related or co-regulated in a particular cell cluster or cell type. Biclustering is a widely accepted approach for identifying such FGMs (i.e., biclusters) in a gene expression dataset. Our previously developed tool, QUBIC2 (Xie, et al., 2020), outperformed existing methods, such as FABIA (Hochreiter, et al., 2010), ISA (Bergmann, et al., 2003), Plaid (Lazzeroni and Owen, 2002), and Bimax (Prelic, et al., 2006), in identifying biologically meaningful biclusters on 10X scRNA-Seq data. These condition-specific FGMs were successfully applied to revealed regulatory signals and their targeted gene in a specific cell type (Ma, et al., 2020). Furthermore, the investigation of FGM can help to understand gene-gene interaction networks and complex biological processes from scRNA-Seq data(Xie, et al., 2020). However, previously QUBIC2 was only available as a C implementation, and its applicative power was also restricted to only a few downstream analysis functionalities. On the other hand, its usability and interpretability will be further improved by being integrated with a powerful and functional interpretation system, e.g., our comprehensive web server-based RNA-Seq interpretation system (Monier, et al., 2019). To this end, we developed an R package named IRIS-FGM (Integrative
scRNA-Seq Interpretation System for Functional Gene Module analysis) to support the investigation of FGMs and cell clustering using scRNA-Seq data. Empowered by QUBIC2, IRIS-FGM can effectively identify co-expressed and co-regulated FGMs, predict cell types/clusters, uncover differentially expressed gene (DEG) patterns, and perform functional enrichment analysis.
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Figure 1. The overview of IRIS-FGM workflow and data interpretations. (A) The IRIS-FGM workflow includes three main steps: preprocessing and LTMG modeling, biclustering and cell clustering, and downstream interpretations. GRS-1 and GRS-2 represent gene regulatory signals 1 and 2. (B) Cell clustering evaluation of IRIS-FGM against the five popular biclustering methods (bars) and four clustering methods (dashed lines) on Yan’s data in terms of the Adjusted Rand index, Folkes-Mallows index, and Jaccard index. Dots represent the results of different parameters used for each biclustering methods. (C) Global marker heatmap shows the top 50 differentially expressed genes for three labels predicted by the Seurat framework. (D) FGM heatmap visualization of biclusters 1 and 8 identified from Yan’s data. (E) FGM networks of Bicluster 1 based on Fig. 1D. The size of the nodes (black) indicates the degree of a node. The thickness of edges indicates the correlation coefficient estimates. The edge color shows the positive (green) and the negative (red) relationships between the two genes. (F) Dot plot shows the pathway enrichment result derived from Bicluster 8 based on Fig. 1D. Dot color indicates statistical significance and dot size indicates the number of genes both in the bicluster and pathway gene list.

The IRIS-FGM framework consists of four key steps (Figure 1A). In the first step, the raw expression matrix (with rows presenting genes and columns representing cells) is imported into the R environment as an IRIS-FGM object, and it is further preprocessed by removing low-quality cells based on numbers of features and normalizing expression values (Supplementary Method S2). We employed a left-truncated mixture Gaussian (LTMG) model (Wan, et al., 2019), a robust statistical model that effectively detects regulatory signals for each gene while being robust against the high level of zero inflation and low signal-to-noise ratio. The LTMG model identifies regulatory signal components using the normalized read counts and generates the discretized gene-cell matrix. In the second step, QUBIC2 is applied to identify biclusters (i.e., FGMs) from the LTMG discretized matrix. In the third step, we first include the widely-used cell clustering package Seurat (Butler, et al., 2018). Meanwhile, the Markov clustering algorithm (MCL) is implemented to identify cell clusters on a cell-graph constructed by integrating all the biclusters from the second step. Specifically, in such a graph, each node represents a cell, and an edge indicates that the two connected cells belong to the same bicluster (Xie, et al., 2020). In a comparison study of cell clustering approaches on the test dataset, IRIS-FGM outperforms other five popular biclustering tools (QUBIC (Li, et al., 2009), FABIA, ISA, Plaid, Bimax) and four clustering tools (i.e., SC3 (Kiselev, et al., 2017), SINCERA (Guo, et al., 2015), SNN-Cliq (Shi and Huang, 2017), and Seurat (Butler, et al., 2018)) (Figure 1B, Supplementary Method S1). In the fourth step, IRIS-FGM provides six functions that allow users to visualize the analytical results of condition-specific FGMs and cell clustering results: UMAP plot, DEGs across all clusters (Figure 1C), FGM heatmap (Figure 1D),...
co-expression network (Figure 1E), and pathway enrichment results (Figure 1F). Detailed information on the above four steps can be found in the following section and Supplementary Method S2. In support of the connection of IRIS-FGM and the Seurat package for downstream analyses, IRIS-FGM can take and generate the Seurat object, including but not limited to dimension reduction results and clustering results from raw expression matrix from Seurat.

3 Functions and examples
IRIS-FGM contains 27 functions (Supplementary Method S2), and the main functions of IRIS-FGM are summarized below as four categories corresponding to the four steps in Figure 1A. We further demonstrate the applicative power of IRIS-FGM using the 90 human embryonic cells (Yan, et al., 2013), 2700 normal human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 10X official website, 1955 CD8+ T cells from human non-small-cell lung cancer (Guo, et al., 2018), and 6454 cells from mouse melanoma (Davidson, et al., 2020). More details of coding demonstration and corresponding results can be found in Supplementary Example S1-S4. In the following sections, we only list the names of our package’s main functions, and the full list can be found in Supplementary Table S1.

3.1 Preprocessing & LTMG modeling of scRNA-seq (9 functions)
In this step, IRIS-FGM will perform cell filtering (SubsetData), normalization (ProcessData), and LTMG modeling based on scRNA-seq data. We implement the LTMG model using function RunLTMG, and it takes the IRIS-FGM object as input and returns a regulatory signal matrix. The signal matrix can also be integrated into the Seurat object, which can be called by object@LTMG@Tmp.seurat. The Seurat object with the signal matrix can be further analyzed with the Seurat analysis pipeline, such as cell clustering and DEG analysis (full function list can be found in Supplementary Table S1).

3.2 Biclustering for condition-specific FGM identification (6 functions)
IRIS-FGM provides a biclustering algorithm to predict condition-specific FGMs from the gene expression matrix by implementing QUBIC 2.0 in the function RunBicluster. Specifically, it is equipped with two discretization methods: (i) a quantile discretization way for raw expression matrix (RunDiscretization) and (ii) a binarization method (CallBinaryMultiSignal) for the preprocessed signal matrix from Step 1.

3.3 Cell clustering (3 functions)
To identify cell clusters, IRIS-FGM implements the MCL clustering algorithm in FindClassBasedOnMC while also employing cell clustering methods from Seurat by a dimension reduction RunDimensionReduction and the Louvain clustering RunClassification. Considering the computational complexity, Seurat is recommended when the number of cells is large.

3.4 Visualization and interpretations (9 functions)
To further elucidate cell heterogeneity, IRIS-FGM integrated the efficient DEG identification method from Seurat (FindGlobalMarkers) and a highly accurate DEG detection methods from DEsingle (FindMarker) (Miao, et al., 2018; Wang, et al., 2019). Pathway enrichment analysis of a given gene list is performed by clusterProfiler R package (RunPathway) (Yu, et al., 2012). Moreover, IRIS-FGM also provides six visualization functions to facilitate an intuitive understanding of cell cluster distribution (PlotDimension), gene regulatory network (PlotModuleNetwork), etc.

4 Conclusion and discussion
We developed a robust and multifunctional R package, IRIS-FGM, for scRNA-Seq data analysis that enables identifying condition-specific FGMs and cell clusters, visualizing a cell-cell network, and implementing functional enrichment analysis of gene signatures. Furthermore, the intermediate product (Seurat object with LTMG discretized matrix) of IRIS-FGM can be used in and integrated with the Seurat analysis pipeline. The elucidation of condition-specific FGMs has far-reaching impacts on how differentially activated transcriptional regulatory signals affect cell states and evolutionary cell trajectories, among other phenotypic characteristics. In the long run, the novel knowledge derived using IRIS-FGM will shed light on the gene regulatory network among various cell types within a complex tissue or disease microenvironment.
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